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Abstract 
We classify the Bore1 ideals I on the set of natural numbers N for which p(N)/1 can be Bore1 
embedded into the orbit space of a Bore1 action of the infinite symmetric group. As a consequence 
we show that certain Bore1 ideals I, including the FrCchet ideal, are completely characterized by 
the “Bore1 cardinality” of the set #)/I. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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An ideal on the set of (nonnegative) integers N is a nonempty collection I of subsets 
of W such that: (i) A E I, B C A + B E I; (ii) A, B E 1 =S A U B E I. Unless 
otherwise stated, we will always assume in this paper that every ideal is also nontrivial, 
i.e., N $ I, and free, i.e., {n} E I for every n E N. With this convention there is a 
smallest ideal, namely FIN = {A 2 W: A is finite}, the so-called Frkher ideal. 
We can identify, by associating to each set its characteristic function, the power set 
p(N) of N with the Cantor space 2 ‘. Since every ideal I on N is a subset of p(N), it is 
clear then what we mean by saying that I is closed, F,, Borel, etc. 
To each ideal I on W we associate the equivalence relation EI on p(N) given by 
where L denotes symmetric difference. The corresponding quotient space p(N)/E1 is 
usually denoted by p(N)/I. It can be given, in the usual way, the structure of a Boolean 
algebra, which we will denote by BI. 
In this paper we study some properties of Bore1 ideals in relation to the space p(N)/1. 
To motivate the results we will consider the following question: 
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Given a Bore1 ideal I, in particular I = FIN, to what extent does the Boolean algebra 
BI determine I? 
Here are some known results: 
(i) (Erdos and Monk) Assume CH. Then if 
I,= 
{ 
ACN: cL<cxz, 
nQ?+ l > 
we have BI, ?S BFIN. 
Since la is clearly F,, the next theorem generalizes this. 
(ii) (Just and Krawczyk [7]) Assume CH. If1 is any F,-ideal, then BI ” BUN. 
Thus, under CH, BAN far from determines the ideal FIN. On the other hand, we 
will see below that by putting things in a descriptive context, not only Bm, but even 
p(N)/FIN, determines FIN. We will now explain what this means. The key concept is 
that of the “Bore1 cardinality” of @)/I. 
Given equivalence relations E, F on Polish spaces X, Y, respectively, put 
E <B F H There is a Bore1 map f : X + Y 
such that xEy ti f(z)Ff(y). 
For such an f, let f* :X/E --f Y/F be defined by f*([x]E) = [~(z)]F. Then f’ is 
an injection of X/E into Y/F, which is “Borel” in the sense that it has a Bore1 lifting f. 
So we interpret E <B F as meaning that the “Bore1 cardinality” of X/E is less than or 
equal to that of Y/F. Also put 
Again we interpret NB as meaning that the “Bore1 cardinality” of X/E is equal to that 
of Y/F. 
In particular, we can apply this to the equivalence relation EI associated with an ideal. 
We put 
I <B JUEI <BEJ, 
I NB J%EI NB EJ. 
Thus I <B J means that the “Bore1 cardinality” of p(N)/1 is less than or equal to that 
of p(N)/J, and I -n J means that p(N)/T, p(N)/J have the same “Bore1 cardinality”. 
This concept of “Bore1 cardinality” is much more subtle and complex than the classi- 
cal one. Classically all the sets p(N)/I, for I a Bore1 ideal, have the same cardinality, 
namely 2n0. On the other hand there are continuum many incomparable “Bore1 cardinali- 
ties” of p(N)/1 for Bore1 ideals I. In fact one can embed the partial ordering (p(N), C*) 
(where z C* y e 5 \ y E FIN) into the partial ordering of Bore1 ideals under <B (modulo 
-B), in fact even when restricted to F, ideals. These results are due to Louveau and 
Velickovic [ 131 and Mazur [ 151. 
Denoting by <ak the Rudin-Keisler order on ideals, i.e., 
I GRK J@3f:N --f N(A E &f-‘(A) E J), 
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it is easy to check that 
I <nk J =+ I <B J. 
By a result of Mathias [ 141 (see also Jalali and Naini [4] and Talagrand [ 19]), FIN <nk 
1 for any Bore1 ideal I, so 
i.e., p(N)/FIN has the smallest “Bore1 cardinality” among all p(W)/I, I a Bore1 ideal. 
There are two ideals closely associated with FIN, denoted by 0 x FIN and FIN x 0. 
(This notation comes from the general definition of products for ideals, which we will 
not need here. 0 denotes the ideal {0}.) Both are ideals on N*, which we identify with 
N by some fixed bijection. We have 
A E 0 x FIN@Vm({n: (m, n) E A} is finite), 
A~FINx0~3m(AcrnxN). 
(Here, and throughout this paper, we identify a natural number m with the set of its 
predecessors, m = (0, . . i m - 1 }.) Note that 0 x FIN is FD6, while FIN x 0 is F,. 
Denoting by 
E<BFME<BF&F$BE, 
I <B JHEI <B EJ, 
the strict ordering associated with <B, it is known that 
FIN <B 0 x FIN, 
FIN <B FIN x 0, 
0 x FIN $B FIN x 0, FIN x 0 $B 0 x FIN. 
(See Just [5], Kechris and Louveau [ll], Louveau [12].) Thus p(R?)/(0 x FIN), 
p(N)/(FIN x 0) have incomparable “Bore1 cardinality” and strictly bigger than that 
of p(W)/FIN. 
We need a couple of more definitions before we can state the first main theorem. We 
say that two ideals I, J are isomorphic, in symbols I 2 J, if there is a permutation 
7r : N + N such that A E I M r(A) E J. We say that an ideal I is a trivial variation of 
FIN if for some infinite set A C N we have I = {z C N: CC n A is finite}. Trivially, 
1 S J + I ~13 J, and 1 a trivial variation of FIN + 1 -B FIN. 
We now have: 
Theorem 1. Let I be a Bore1 ideal on N. Then 
(i) I <B FIN x 0 -+ I g FIN x 8 or I is a trivial variation of FIN. 
(ii) I <B 0 x FIN H I g 0 x FIN or I is a trivial variation qf FIN. 
In particular, if I <B FIN x 0, then I -n FIN x 0 or I NB FIN and similarly for 
0 x FIN. Thus the “Bore1 cardinalities” of p(N)/(FIN x 0) and p(N)/(0 x FIN) are 
minimal above that of p(N)/FIN. 
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It also follows that I <B FIN ti I NB FIN w 1 is a trivial variation of FIN. Thus FIN 
is completely determined, among Bore1 ideals, by the “Bore1 cardinality” of p(N)/FIN, 
up to trivial variation, of course. This rigidity property makes precise the sense in 
which p(N)/FIN completely determines FIN. Similarly, FIN x 8 and 0 x FIN are com- 
pletely determined, among Bore1 ideals, up to isomorphism, by the “Bore1 cardinality” 
of p(N)/(FIN x 0) and p(N)/(0 x FIN), respectively 
Concerning in general the “Bore1 cardinalities” of the spaces @)/I, for I a Bore1 
ideal on N, we propose the following conjecture: 
Conjecture. 
(i) If I is a Bore1 ideal and 1 <B 10 (= {A C N: CnEA l/(n + 1) < oo}), then 
I -B IO or I is a trivial variation of FIN. (Addendum. Hjorth has now proved 
this.) 
(It is already known that Ia is incomparable in the sense of <B with both FIN x Q) 
and 0 x FIN. This can be seen as a corollary of results of Kechris and Louveau [ 111 and 
Hjorth [3]. It has been also proved independently by Mazur [16].) 
(ii) (Trichotomy) If I is a Bore1 ideal and FIN <B 1, then FIN x 0 <B I or 8 x FIN <B 
I or IO <B I. 
By the results of Sole&i [ 181, this conjecture is equivalent to an earlier conjecture of 
Mazur which asserts that if I is an F, ideal with FIN <B I, then FIN x 8 \<B I or 
10 <B 1. 
Remarks. 
(i) Although in the preceding discussion we have considered only Bore1 concepts, 
similar results can be proved under more complex definability notions, usually 
from appropriate definable forms of the Axiom of Determinacy. These take a par- 
ticularly simple form for the theories ZF + AD + V = L(R) or ZF + DC + ADn. 
Letting I < J (respectively I N J) simply mean that there is an injection (re- 
spectively, bijection) of p(N)/1 into p(N)/J (respectively, onto p(N)/J), we can 
extend Theorem 1 to show that the same conclusions hold, within these theories, if 
< ,B, -B are replaced by 6, -. Thus in the AD context the preceding ideals FIN, 
FIN x 0, 0 x FIN are completely determined (up to the appropriate equivalences) 
by the usual cardinality of p(N)/]. 
(ii) As we pointed out, it follows from Theorem 1 that if I is a Bore1 ideal and p(N)/1 
can be “Bore1 embedded” into p(N)/FIN, then 1 is a trivial variation of FIN. It 
has been proved earlier by Just [6] (see also Shelah [17] and Velickovic [21]) that 
the same conclusion holds if the Boolean algebra BI can be “Bore1 embedded” 
into &N. For this and other results concerning homomorphisms of the Boolean 
algebras BI, see Todorcevic [20]. 
The proof of Theorem l(i) is based on Baire Category arguments. The proof of The- 
orem l(ii) heavily depends on recent results of Solecki [ 181 and Hjorth [3] (see also 
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Kechris [lo] for a detailed exposition of Hjorth’s work). One uses these results to prove 
the following theorem which in turn implies Theorem l(ii). Below for any Polish group 
G and any Bore1 G-space X (i.e., a Polish space X together with a Bore1 action of G on 
X-see Becker and Kechris [l] for the basic theory of such actions), we denote by Eg 
the associated orbit equivalence relation. We also denote by S, the infinite symmetric 
group, i.e., the Polish group of all permutations of R’. The next result characterizes all the 
Bore1 ideals I for which p(N)/1 can be “Bore1 embedded” into the orbit space X/E$% 
of a Bore1 S,-space. 
Theorem 2. Let I be a Bore1 ideal on N. The following are equivalent: 
(i) EI <B E&, for some Bore1 SW-space X. 
(ii) I is a trivial variation of FIN or I g 0 x FIN. 
1. Proof of Theorem l(i) 
We will start with a couple of easy lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let I be an ideal on N. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) I is a trivial variation of FIN or else I Y FIN x 8. 
(ii) There exist X0, XI, . . E I such that 
VX E I 3n(X g X,). 
Proof. (i) + (ii) is obvious. (ii) 3 (i): We can of course assume that XO 2 Xl C . . If 
there is n. such that for m b 71, Xm+l \ X, is finite, then clearly I is a trivial variation of 
FIN. If for every n there is m 3 12, with X,+1 \X, infinite, then easily I Z FIN x 8. 0 
Lemma 2. Let I c p(N) be a (perhaps trivial or nonfree) closed ideal. Then I = p(X), 
for some X E I. 
Proof. Let X = U 1. 
Now assume that I <B FIN x 0. Then, by Just [5, Lemma 1, Corollary 3 and Claim 71, 
or Louveau [ 121 there is a continuous function f : p(N) --f p(N) such that 
XEIY ++ ~(zPFIN~Q~(Y). 
So there is an increasing sequence & C RI 5 RZ C . . . of closed equivalence relations 
on p(N) such that EI = U, R,. 
Denote by EE the equivalence relation on p(N) given by 
xE:y H s:Ay G n. 
Then Ez C Ei,,, and Ez 2 ET, since FIN C I. Put 
F; = {x E P(N): [&E c [x]R,,,}. 
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Clearly F; C: Fg,, , FG is closed, and U, F; = p(N). So by the Baire Category 
Theorem, 
G, = UInt(F;) 
m 
is a dense open set, so 
G = T)G, = nuInt(F;) 
n ?l m 
is a dense Gs set. By a standard fact (see, for example, Kechris [9, 8.9]), there is a 
partition N = X0 U X1 of N and sets 20 5 Xa, 21 C Xi such that for any i E (0, 1) 
we have: 
XnXi=Zi+XEG. 
We will now show that for any i E (0, l}, there is a sequence {XA}nE~ of subsets 
of Xi, with XA E I such that 
VX E IflP(Xi) 3n(X c xi). 
Then the family {Xz U XA}m,n verifies Lemma 1 and shows that I is either a trivial 
variation of FIN or else I 2 FIN x 0. 
We can take, without loss of generality, i = 0. Since X n Xi = 2, =S X E G, for 
each n we have 
{X: X n Xi = 2,) C G, = UInt(Fz), 
m 
so by compactness, there is m(n) with 
{X: XnX, = Z,} c Fzcnj, 
i.e., 
X n X, = 2, a wE~x(YR,~,~x). 
Now fix A E I, A C X0, Let 
I&(A) = {X: X n X, = Z1 &(X u A&X}. 
Then K,(A) is closed and 
{X: X n X1 = 2,) = u K,(A), 
?I 
since (X U A)EIX. So, by the Bake Category Theorem, there is a finite set PA 5 X0, 
and WA C PA, NA E N such that 
xnx, = 21, X n PA = WA 3 (X U A)RN,X. 
We can of course assume that 
NA 3 m(max(PA)+ 1). 
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Define for any P C XO finite, W C: P, N 2 m(max(P) + l), the set 
f\</.F.,V = (-4 c x,,: VXjX n x, = 2, &X n P = I*{’ =3 (X u A)R,,X)). 
Then we have: 
(i) Itt;~.,v is closed. 
(ii) 1rt;p.n; C 1. (Take A E I~v.~~,~v. Let X = 21 U W. Then X n Xl = 21, 
X f‘l P == I$-, so (X U A)R,,X, thus A \ X = A \ (2, U LI’) = A \ TV E I, and, 
since liz’ is finite, A E I.) 
(iii) I fl P(Xo) = &,p N Im;p.N. > 1 
We now claim that for w, P, N as above: 
I\,/,P.N = {A C X,,: VX(X n X, = 2, =+ (X u A)R.vX)}. (*) 
Indeed, fix rl E IU;P,N and X with X TI X1 = 21. Choose o,“, b C P such that 
(Xb)nP = LF and (X&)UA = (XUA)&. Then (X&)nXt = Zt, (Xb)flP = 
1C7, so (XUA)&r = ((X~)UA)RJ,I(X&). But also ((XUA)&J)E~~~(~)+,(XUA). 
since (XUA)&LJ(XUU) = w C: P 2 max(P)+l. Since (XUA)nX, = Xn.X, = 2,. 
it follows that for any YJ!$!,~~(~)+, (X U A), we have YR,,,(,,,(pj+lJ(X U A), so ((X U 
A)LuL)RN(XLIA), thus (XuA)Rp~(Xllb). Since XnXl = Zt, for any YE~ax(pj+,X. 
we have YR m(max(p)+~~X, thus since (X&)E&x(pI+,X, we have (X&)RNX and 
so (X u A)RNX. 
We use (*) to prove that 
A. B E In.,p.~ =+ A u B E Ir4:p.v. 
Indeed,ifXissuchthatXnX, =Zt,then(XuA)nX, =Z,,soXu(AuL?)= 
((X u A) u B)R,v(X u A)R.rqX, so Au B E I\r;p,,v. 
Let 
&v.f.N = {X c N: 3Y > X(Y E ~rV,P..N)} 
be the hereditary closure of It*,.p.nr. Then Jtlv.p,,n: is a closed (perhaps trivial or nonfree) 
ideal. so, by Lemma 2, for some XI;I/,P.N E Jtl..p..%r we have that Jt$,:p,~ = P(X~~,,~,~~). 
Finally, put 
{X:} = {XW,P,N}. 
Then we have that Xz E I, and 
VX E I n [1(X”) 371(x g XZ)) 
so the proof is complete. 0 
2. Proof of Theorem 2 
(ii) + (i). First let us recall some known facts concerning equivalence relations. 
(a) If G is a Polish group, Y a Bore1 G-space, and H is a Polish group such that G 
is a closed subgroup of H, then there is a Bore1 H-space X with Eg <B E$ 
(Mackey-see Becker and Kechris [ 11). 
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(b) There is a Bore1 Z-space X such that E FIN <B I3;. (See, for example, Dougherty 
et al. [2]. Note that E FIN is usually denoted as I$.) It follows that for any trivial 
variation I of FIN we have that EI <B Ez. 
For each equivalence relation E on a set S, denote by EN the equivalence relation on 
S’ given by 
(xn)E%/n.) @j’n.(~&/,). 
Then it is clear that &,,,N NB (&INjM <B E& where G = Zw, and Y = X’ and 
G acts on Y by the product action, i.e., (grl) a (z~) = (gn . z~), where (gn) E Z’, 
(2,) E X’. This is because Eg “B (Eg)“. 
(c) If D is a countable discrete group, then the left-regular representation of D shows 
that D is isomorphic, as a topological group, to a closed subgroup of S,. Since 
SE (= the product of countably many copies of S,) is isomorphic as a topological 
group with S,, it follows that Z’ is isomorphic, as a topological group, to a closed 
subgroup of S,. 
Now assume (ii) holds. Then by (b) and (c), EI <B Ez for G a closed subgroup of 
S, and Y a Bore1 G-space. So, from (a), Er < Egw for a Bore1 S,-space X. 
(i) + (ii). Assume El < E, “, for a Bore1 S,-space X. Then by Kechris and Louveau 
[ll, 4.217 EFINX~ $B EI, since, in the notation of that paper it is trivial to check that 
EFIN x 0 -JB El. Then by Solecki [18] we have that I is Palishable, viewed as a subgroup 
of (p(N)! /I). This simply means that (I, A) is Bore1 isomorphic to a Polish group, or, 
equivalently, that there exists a uniquely determined Polish topology on I making it into 
a topological group and generating its Bore1 structure. This topology must extend the 
relative topology on I as a subset of p(N). (For these facts, see Becker and Kechris [l].) 
We will denote this topology by TI. 
A second result from Solecki [ 181 gives a representation of Polishable I by submea- 
sures on N. Recall first that a submeasure on W is a map p : p(N) + [0, co] such that 
(i) A C 13 + q(A) G p(B), 
(3 cp(A U B) < cp(A) + V(B), 
(iii) p(0) = 0, 
(iv) 0 < cp( {n}) < cc for n E N. 
We call cp lower semicontinuous (1.s.c.) if p(A) = lim,,, cp(Ann) for any -4 E p(N). 
For a submeasure p let 
Exhjp) = {A C N : p(A \ n) -+ 0). 
Then Sole&i [18] shows that if I is a Bore1 Polishable ideal on W there is a 1.s.c. 
submeasure cp such that 
I = Exh(cp), 
and moreover the topology TI is given by the complete metric 
&(A, B) = q(AN?). 
We fix such a cp from now on. 
The main claim is as follows: 
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Claim. ‘Y’Q $! I 3~ > O((n E Q: y({n}) Z E} is infinite) (i.e., VQ 6 I(p({n}) ++IL~~ 
0)). 
We will temporarily assume this claim and proceed to complete the proof. For each 
i^ > 0. let 
R, = {n: cp({n}) < E}. S, = W\ R,. 
We consider two cases: 
Case 1. SE > 0 (R, E I). Let R,,, E 1. Since for some (IO > 0, S,, is infinite (by 
the claim), by taking E < 60, ~0. we have that S, is infinite and R, E I. Let A C S,, 
A E I. Since A E Exh(p), cp(A \ IL) + 0, so A must be finite. So I = {A C W: A n S, 
is finite}, i.e., I is a trivial variation of FIN. 
Cuse 2. vim > 0 (R, $ I). Then, by the claim, for every tl > 0 there is S < E such that 
Tb,, = {n: 5 < 1+7((n)) < E} 
is infinite. So we can choose ~0 > ~1 > ~2 > .. . ---) 0 such that TEo,co(= S,,,):T,,,,,,. 
T E?,E, , . are all infinite. Since q+(n)) > 0 for every n, 
S’,, U T,,.,,, U Z,,,, U . . = PI. 
Put So = S,,,, & = Tc,,.c,-, for n > 0. Then, as before, _I n p(S,,) = FIN n ~(5’~~). We 
now claim that for A C W, 
A E I ++ vr~( A n S,, is finite) i 
which clearly implies that I ” 0 x FIN. 
We have already seen that if A E I, then ‘+‘rl(A n S, is finite). Conversely, if A +! I, 
then, by the claim, for some E > 0, {n E A: cp({n}) > E} is infinite. If E > ~0, then 
A n SC1 is infinite. Else E, > ,c 3 ~~+t for some n, so A n (SO U . U Snfl) is infinite, 
and we are done. 
It remains to prove the claim. 
Proof of Claim. This is based on a result of Hjorth [3], for which we first need to give 
a definition. 
Let G be a Polish group and Y a Polish G-space, i.e., a Polish space Y together 
with a continuous action of G on Y. Let U C: Y be open, V 2 G an open symmetric 
neighborhood of the identity 1 E G. The (U. V)-gr@z is the graph on U defined by 
.cRy ti 39 E V(g .% = y) & .1: # y. 
The connected component of 2 E U in the (U, V)-graph is called the local (U, V)- 
orbit of X. (If U = Y, V = G, this is the usual orbit of z.) The G-space Y (or the action) 
is called turbulent if every orbit is dense and meager and every local orbit is somewhere 
dense (i.e., its closure has nonempty interior). 
We now have the following result. 
Theorem (Hjorth [3]). Let G be u Polish group and Y a turbulent Polish G-space. Then 
Ez 6~ Es”_. for ever): Bore1 SKa-spuce Z. 
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We now proceed to prove the claim. Assume, toward a contradiction, that for some 
Q $ 1, cp({nl) +nE~ 0. Consider I n p(Q) which is an ideal on the infinite set Q. 
Then (1 n P(Q), A) is clearly a Bore1 subgroup of the Polish group (p(Q), A). Since 1 
is Polishable, so is I rip(Q)) (being a closed subgroup of 1 in 71). As I rip(Q)) # p(Q), 
the ideal I n p(Q) is meager in p(Q). 
Consider the action of I n p(Q) on p(Q) by translation. Its orbits are the cosets of 
1 MQ) in p(Q), so they are all meager in p(Q). Since FIN rip(Q)) C I rip(Q)) they are 
also dense in p(Q). Viewing G = 1 n p(Q) as a Polish group (with the topology of r~), 
this translation action is clearly continuous, so we have a Polish G-space. We will verify 
that it is also turbulent. This will complete the proof, since then, by Hjorth’s Theorem, 
for the equivalence relation E["p(Q) (on p(Q)) we have that El"p(Q) $13 E& for any 
Bore1 L&-space 2. But, clearly, 
&Q,(Q) <B EI <B Es”,, 
so we have a contradiction. 
Since the topology 71 is given by the metric &(A, B) = y(ADB), it follows from 
cp({n}) +n~Q 0 that {n} in~Q 0 in the topology 71. 
Now fix A E p(Q), U a neighborhood of A in p(Q), say 
U={BsQ: Anno=Bnno}. 
Also fix a symmetric neighborhood V of the identity 1 (= 0) of G = 1 n p(Q). Then 
for all large enough n E Q, {n} E V. By shrinking U if necessary, we can assume that 
n 3 no + {n} E V. We will show that the (U, V)-local orbit of A is dense in U, which 
verifies turbulence and completes the proof. 
Fix B E U. Then for any m > no, it is clear that there are no 6 nl < n2 < . . . < 
nk < m in Q such that 
(ALI{~~}~{TL~}LI.~. Lb{n,k}) n m = B n m 
and clearly ALL{TL~}LI.. n{n,} 1s in the (U, V)-local orbit of A for each 1 < i 6 Ic. 
Thus B can be approximated as closely as we want by elements of the (U, V)-local orbit 
of A, so this local orbit is dense in U. 0 
3. Proof of Theorem l(ii) 
If 1 <B 0 x FIN, then EI <B EoxFIN, so EI <B Es”, for some Bore1 S,-space X, 
thus, by Theorem 2, 1 is either a trivial variation of FIN or else I LZ 0 x FIN. 
4. Concluding remarks 
(a) If I is a Polishable Bore1 ideal on NJ, then the proof in Section 2 shows that the 
following are equivalent: 
6) EI $B Es”,, for any Bore1 S,-space X. 
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(3 3X 4 I({ > n +nE~ 0) (where convergence is in the topology ~1). 
(iii) 3X $ 1(+~({,rl}) +7LE~ 0), where I = Exh(p). 
(b) Theorem 2 gives also a different proof of Corollary 3.2 of Solecki [18], which 
still, however, depends on results from that paper. This corollary asserts that for 
an ideal I on N, I is Polishable locally compact (i.e., rr is locally compact) iff I 
is a trivial variation of FIN. Indeed, if I is Polishable locally compact, then, by 
Kechris [8], EI -B E, for a countable Bore1 equivalence relation E (i.e., one for 
which all equivalence classes are countable). So El <B Es”_ for a Bore1 s,- 
space X, but also I $6 8 x FIN, since EflxFIN $ B E (see Louveau [ 121). Thus, by 
Theorem 2, I is a trivial variation of FIN. 
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